Target speech extraction, which extracts a single target source in a mixture given clues about the target speaker, has attracted increasing attention. We have recently proposed SpeakerBeam, which exploits an adaptation utterance of the target speaker to extract his/her voice characteristics that are then used to guide a neural network towards extracting speech of that speaker. SpeakerBeam presents a practical alternative to speech separation as it enables tracking speech of a target speaker across utterances, and achieves promising speech extraction performance. However, it sometimes fails when speakers have similar voice characteristics, such as in same-gender mixtures, because it is difficult to discriminate the target speaker from the interfering speakers. In this paper, we investigate strategies for improving the speaker discrimination capability of SpeakerBeam. First, we propose a time-domain implementation of SpeakerBeam similar to that proposed for a time-domain audio separation network (TasNet), which has achieved state-of-the-art performance for speech separation. Besides, we investigate (1) the use of spatial features to better discriminate speakers when microphone array recordings are available, (2) adding an auxiliary speaker identification loss for helping to learn more discriminative voice characteristics. We show experimentally that these strategies greatly improve speech extraction performance, especially for same-gender mixtures, and outperform Tas-Net in terms of target speech extraction.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, deep learning based speech separation approaches have attracted increasing attention [1] [2] [3] [4] . Earlier approaches such as deep clustering [1] and permutation invariant training (PIT) [2] , performed processing in the frequency-domain and generated timefrequency masks for each source in the mixture. More recently, a convolutional time-domain audio separation network (Conv-TasNet) has been proposed and led to great separation performance improvement surpassing ideal time-frequency masking [4] [5] [6] . The separation performance of TasNet has been further improved by exploiting spatial information when a microphone array is available [7] .
Despite the great success of neural network-based speech separation, it requires knowing or estimating the number of sources in the mixture and still suffers from a global permutation ambiguity issue, i.e. an arbitrary mapping between source speakers and outputs. These limitations arguably limit the practical usage of speech separation. In contrast to speech separation, target speech extraction exploits an auxiliary clue to identify the target speaker in the mixture and extracts only speech of that speaker. After our initial work [8, 9] , research on target speech extraction has then gained increasing attention [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] , as it naturally avoids the global permutation ambiguity issue and does not require knowing the number of sources in the mixtures.
We have proposed SpeakerBeam [8, 9] , which is a target speech extraction method that exploits a speaker embedding vector derived from an adaptation or enrollment utterance of the target speaker to guide a neural network towards extracting speech of that speaker. This is realized by combining two networks, a sequence summary network [15] that computes the speaker embedding vector from the amplitude spectrum of the adaptation utterance and a speech extraction network that accepts the amplitude spectrum of the speech mixture and the embedding vector as inputs and generates a time-frequency mask for extracting the target speaker. In this paper, we call this approach frequency-domain SpeakerBeam (FD-SpeakerBeam).
We have shown that FD-SpeakerBeam could achieve competitive speech extraction performance and be used as a front-end for automatic speech recognition (ASR) [9] . However, we observe a great performance gap between same-gender and different-gender mixtures [16] . It is indeed difficult to discriminate a target speaker in a mixture when speakers have similar voice characteristics.
In this paper, we investigate strategies to tackle this issue. First, following the success of TasNet, we propose a time-domain implementation of SpeakerBeam (TD-SpeakerBeam), whose speech extraction network accepts time-domain signals of the mixture, and outputs directly the time-domain signal of the target speaker. We also replace the sequence summary network with a convolutional network to obtain richer speaker embedding vectors.
Moreover, to further improve speaker discrimination capability, we extend TD-SpeakerBeam to accept spatial information from microphone array recordings as additional input features. We argue that simply adding spatial features to the input of TD-SpeakerBeam may limit the potential to process spatial information. Consequently, we propose an alternative approach, called internal combination, for exploiting spatial information more effectively within the Speaker-Beam framework.
Finally, to enforce learning more discriminative speaker embedding vectors, we propose using a multi-task loss for training Speaker-Beam, that combines a speech reconstruction loss with a speaker identification loss (SI-loss).
We performed experiments on two datasets, which show that (1) TD-SpeakerBeam greatly improves target speech extraction performance and outperforms a competitive system based on TasNet separation followed by an x-vector [17] based target speech selection module, (2) exploiting spatial features with the proposed internal combination helps target speaker extraction especially for samegender mixtures, (3) the additional SI-loss consistently improves performance when a sufficient number of speakers are included in the training data, (4) by varying the number of training speakers, although TasNet performance does not change significantly, Speaker-Beam benefits greatly from more training speakers especially for same-gender mixtures because it helps improving target speakers identification. These results confirm the efficiency of the proposed strategies for improving the target speaker discrimination capability of SpeakerBeam.
PROPOSED TIME-DOMAIN SPEAKERBEAM
Let us first describe the implementation of TD-SpeakerBeam. Then, in section 2.2, we discuss approaches for exploiting spatial information when microphone array recordings are available. Finally, in section 2.3, we introduce a multi-task loss to improve speaker discrimination even when only a single microphone is available. Let y, a s andx s be the time-domain signals of the speech mixture, the adaptation utterance, and the estimated target speech for target speaker s. SpeakerBeam is composed of two networks, an extraction network, and an auxiliary network. In the original FD-SpeakerBeam [9] , these networks accept the amplitude spectrum of the mixture and adaptation signals as inputs and generate a timefrequency mask. In this paper, we modify the implementation of these networks to input and output time-domain signals.
TD-SpeakerBeam
The time-domain extraction network follows a similar configuration as Conv-TasNet [5] , i.e. it consists of a 1d convolution layer that accepts the mixture signal y (encoder layer), several convolution blocks, and finally, a 1d deconvolution (decoder layer) that outputs the extracted speech signal in the time-domain,x s .
There are two major differences with Conv-TasNet. First, the output consists of a single signal corresponding to the target speech only. Second, we insert an adaptation layer between the first and second convolution blocks 1 to drive the network towards extracting the target speaker. The adaptation layer accepts a speaker embedding vector of the target speaker, e s , as auxiliary information. We use a multiplicative adaptation layer following our previous work [16] , although other adaptation layers could be used [9, 13] .
The target speaker embedding vector, e s , is computed by the time-domain auxiliary network. In the original FD-SpeakerBeam, the auxiliary network consists of a sequence summary network [15] , i.e. a few fully connected layers followed by a time-averaging operation. Here, we propose using a convolutional auxiliary network to accept the time-domain input signal of the adaptation utterance a s . The auxiliary network consists of an encoder layer and a single convolution block similar to those used in the extraction network.
Spatial features
Spatial information extracted from multi-channel recordings can provide an alternative source of information about the mixtures that could help discriminate speakers better. There have been several works showing the benefit of adding spatial features to the input of speech enhancement networks [7, 18, 19] . For example, [7] recently showed that the inter-microphone phase difference (IPD) features could improve the separation performance of TasNet in reverberant conditions. The IPD of the mixture signal between two microphones is defined as,
where Y i,t,f ∈ C is the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) coefficient of the mixture signal at microphone i, t is the time-frame index, and f is the frequency index. Here we limit our investigation to the two-microphone case. Following [7] , we use cosine and sine of the IPDs as spatial features,
where F is the number of frequency bins. Note that the frame size and window shift of the STFT used to compute the IPD features may differ from the window size and shift used in the encoder of the extraction network. IPD features are thus upsampled to match the settings of the extraction network IPD features provide spatial information related to the direction of sources in the mixture. SpeakerBeam extracts the target speaker based on the speaker embedding vector, e s , that may represent "spectral" information 2 about the target speaker, but does not include spatial information. Consequently, it is not obvious how to efficiently combine the IPD features and the target speaker embedding vector as they represent different information. In this paper, we consider two schemes, input combination and internal combination.
The input combination is similar to that proposed for TasNet in [7] , where the IPD features (processed with a convolutional layer and upsampled) are concatenated to the output of the encoder layer of the extraction network. Input combination may force the initial convolution block to combine spatial information from the IPD features and "spectral" information from the mixture signal y into a "spectral" representation, which allows the adaptation layer (coming after the first convolutional block) to select the target speaker by comparing this "spectral" representation with the target speaker embedding vector, e s . This may reduce the potential of the network to fully exploit spatial information by the upper layers of the network. Figure 1-(b) shows a schematic diagram of TD-SpeakerBeam with the alternative internal IPD combination. It combines the IPD features (processed with a 1D convolutional layer, upsampling, and a convolution block) after the adaptation layer. Therefore, this lets the speaker selection operate based only on the "spectral" information, and the spatial information can be exploited by the upper layers without being obstructed by the adaptation layer.
Here, we only consider exploiting spatial information as additional information to the extraction network. Besides, SpeakerBeam can also be combined with beamforming, which is particularly efficient for ASR applications [8, 20] , but is out of the scope of this paper.
multi-task learning with additional SI-loss
The extraction network and auxiliary networks are trained jointly from random initialization given the speech mixtures, y, adaptation utterances, a s , and the target speech signals x s . In our previous works [8, 9] , we trained SpeakerBeam using only a target speech reconstruction loss. In this paper, we propose using a multi-task loss for training TD-SpeakerBeam that combines scale-invariant sourceto-noise ratio (SiSNR) [21] as signal reconstruction loss and crossentropy-based SI-loss. The SI-loss is used to obtain more discriminative speaker embedding vectors. The multi-task loss is given by,
where Θ are the model parameters, and l s is a one-hot vector representing the target speaker ID, SiSNR(x s ,x s ) is the SiSNR between the estimated and true target speech, CE(l s , σ(We s )) is the cross entropy between the speaker label l s and the speaker embedding vector projected onto the training speaker space, We s , W is a projection matrix, σ(·) is a softmax function, and α is a scaling parameter.
RELATED PRIOR WORK
An alternative way to perform target speech extraction consists of performing speech separation followed by target speaker selection from the separated signals. Such a scheme was proposed in [22] for deep attractor network [23] , but to the best of our knowledge has not been investigated for time-domain separation approaches. In the experiments, we compare TD-SpeakerBeam with TasNet separation followed by x-vector-based speaker selection [17] , which can be considered a strong baseline for target speech extraction. We borrowed from previous works on multi-channel source separation [7, 19] that IPD features may be good candidates for increasing extraction performance. Besides adding IPD features to the extraction network, an alternative approach was recently proposed [14] , where a set of fixed beamformers combined with an attention module on the output of the beamformers was used to perform a rough initial target speech extraction followed by a refinement step with FD-SpeakerBeam. Investigating such a scheme with TD-SpeakerBeam or other spatial features will be part of our future works.
EXPERIMENTS

Datasets
We performed experiments using two datasets, multi-channel WSJ0 2 mixtures (MC-WSJ0-2 mix) and CSJ-2mix. Table 1 shows details of the amount of data and the number of female and male speakers in the training and test sets. MC-WSJ0-2 mix is a publicly available multi-channel version of the WSJ0-2mix corpus [24] that consists of mixtures of WSJ0 utterances [25] . Multi-channel recordings are generated by convolving clean speech signals with room impulse responses simulated with the image method for reverberation time of up to about 600ms. The dataset consists of 8 channel recordings, but we use only 2 channels in our experiments. This dataset has only 101 training speakers. We use it thus only for the investigations on the use of spatial features.
The second dataset consists of single-channel 2-speaker mixtures that we simulated by mixing utterances from the corpus of spontaneous Japanese (CSJ) [26] at SNR between -5 and 5 dBs. This dataset has a larger number of training speakers (937 speakers) and is used to investigate the effect of the SI-loss and the impact of the number of training speakers.
For both datasets, we randomly selected adaptation utterances of the target speaker in a mixture from the utterances of that speaker that differed from the utterance in the mixture. In the MC-WSJ0-2mix experiments, the adaptation utterances did not contain reverberation, although a similar level of performance could be achieved with reverberant adaptation utterances. We used an 8kHz sampling frequency for all our experiments.
Experimental settings
TD-SpeakerBeam was implemented based on the open source
Conv-TasNet implementation [27] . In particular, following the hyper-parameter notations in the original paper [5] , we set the hyper-parameters to N=256, L=20, B=256, H=512, P=3, X=8, R=4. The auxiliary network consisted of an encoder layer and a single convolution block.
We compare the proposed TD-SpeakerBeam with (1) TasNet with oracle target speech selection, (2) TasNet with x-vector-based target speech selection, and (3) our previous implementation of FD-SpeakerBeam. TasNet used the network configuration described in [5, 27] , with hyper-parameters equivalent to those of TD-SpeakerBeam. Oracle speaker selection was performed by finding the speaker permutation that maximizes the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR). For x-vector-based speaker selection [17] , we selected the target speech as the output of the TasNet separation module whose x-vector presented the highest cosine similarity with the xvector of the adaptation utterance. We used the publicly available x-vector extractor model that was trained on multi-condition noisy and reverberant data to extract x-vectors [28, 29] .
The network architecture of FD-SpeakerBeam consisted of 3 BLSTM layers followed by a sigmoid layer and 3 fully connected layers for the auxiliary network. FD-SpeakerBeam was trained with the MSE loss between the amplitude spectrum of clean target speech and masked signals. Details of the configuration can be found in [9] . Note that many aspects of the network configuration and the training procedure differ from that of TD-SpeakerBeam. Consequently, the results of FD-SpeakerBeam are only indicative of the level of performance achieved in our previous works. A more fair comparison between the impact of working in the time and frequency domain in the context of speech separation can be found in [7] .
For experiments with MC-WSJ0-2mix, we extracted IPD features using an STFT window of 32 msec and a shift of 16 msec. We compare TasNet with input IPD combination [7] and TD-SpeakerBeam with input and internal IPD combination.
All time-domain models were trained to optimize the SiSNR criterion only (i.e. α = 0 in Eq. (3)) except when we mentioned the use of the SI-loss, in which case we used α = 10. As the evaluation metrics, we used the scale-invariant SDR of BSSeval [30] Table 2 shows the SDR for the MC-WSJ0-2mix experiments for mixtures of female-female (FF), male-male (MM) and female-male (FM) speakers. We confirmed that TasNet with oracle target speaker selection (row (2)) achieved high SDR performance. Moreover, Tas-Net with input combination of IPD features (row (3)) further improved performance especially for mixtures of same-gender speakers. These results can be considered an upper-bound for TasNetbased target speaker extraction. We omitted results with the internal IPD combination for TasNet, as it performed worse than using IPD features at the input.
Performance dropped greatly when using x-vector-based speaker selection (row (4) and (5)), especially for FF and MM cases. Although the x-vector extractor was trained on multi-condition data, it may still be affected by reverberation, which may partly contribute to the poor performance. However, reverberation is not the only reason for the performance drop because x-vector selection performed significantly worse than oracle even for the following CSJ experiments that do not include reverberation.
FD-SpeakerBeam (row (6)) performed slightly worse than Tas-Net (xvect). The proposed TD-SpeakerBeam (row (7)) outperformed all systems but TasNet with oracle speaker selection. Especially, there is a smaller performance gap between mixtures of speakers of the same and different genders than with FD-SpeakerBeam. We further confirmed that TD-SpeakerBeam with internal IPD combination (row (9)) improved performance by up to 1 dB and performed better than input combination (row (8)). Table 3 shows the SDR for TasNet with oracle and x-vector-based speaker selection, FD-SpeakerBeam and TD-SpeakerBeam without and with SI-loss. These results were obtained when using all 937 training speakers for training the models. TD-SpeakerBeam achieved much better performance than FD-SpeakerBeam and Tas-Net with or without oracle speaker selection. Moreover, SI-loss provided further consistent performance improvement of up to 1 dB. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the SDR improvement for FF, MM and FM mixtures. TD-SpeakerBeam with or without SI-loss greatly reduced processing failures (SDR improvement of 0 dB or less). Moreover, the SI-loss led to better overall performance (more results with high SDR improvement). Figure 3 shows the SDR as a function of the number of training speakers. The curves were obtained by creating 3 different training sets with 100, 500 and all 937 training speakers. In all cases, we used 50k mixtures. Interestingly, we observe that increasing the number of speakers has little effect on TasNet performance, but greatly improved the performance of SpeakerBeam. This suggests that, for SpeakerBeam, separating signals is somewhat easier than identifying speakers. The SI-loss provided consistent improvement when using more than 100 speakers (This is why we did not use the SIloss in the MC-WSJ0 experiments). Note that performance remains significantly lower for FF mixtures, partly because there are fewer female speakers in the training set (see table 1 ) and also because it appears to be more challenging to separate FF mixtures, as also suggested by the lower performance of TasNet in this case.
Results with the SI-loss on CSJ-2mix
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed different strategies for improving the target speech discrimination capability of SpeakerBeam. We showed that a time-domain implementation greatly improved performance. Moreover, the performance gap between same-gender and differentgender mixtures could be reduced further by exploiting spatial information, using an additional SI-loss, or by increasing the number of training speakers.
In future work, we would like to combine these techniques to tackle more challenging noisy and reverberant mixtures, e.g. [16] . Moreover, we will also investigate other approaches to integrate spatial information [7, 14] and more discriminative SI-losses [31] .
